THE WJH COFFEEHOUSE/OPEN MIC – DATE CHANGE – THURSDAY, NOV. 21ST

CALLING ALL PERFORMING ARTISTS!

Note: Date change: On Thursday, Nov. 21st, we will be holding the semiannual WJH Coffeehouse! The event will be held in the WJH Library from 4-6 pm. If anyone would like to perform, please contact Bill Santoro, at wjs@wjh.harvard.edu. Acoustic rock/folk/blues duo Willie T & Doctor X (aka Bill Santoro and Michael Higgins) will emcee and open up the show with a short set, after which we will have the open mic segment. Anyone from WJH or the Harvard community is welcome to perform! Midway through the show, we will bring in a featured guest artist from the wider Boston music scene to perform an extended set. A sound system and microphones will be provided, and we have a piano. Refreshments will be served. Start rehearsing, and share your talents with the WJH community!

TUESDAY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: CULTURE AND SOCIAL ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

22

Gad Yair
(Hebrew University)

Ice and fire: Culture, intellectual style and emotions in German and Israeli science

Tom Wooten
(Harvard)

The effort paradox: An ethnography of trying and failing to get ahead in the transition to adulthood

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, WJH 450

WEDNESDAY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: WORKSHOP IN APPLIED STATISTICS

23

Xiang Zhou
(Harvard)

Effect decomposition in the presence of treatment-induced confounding: A regression-with-residuals approach

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, CGIS Knafel Building K354

THURSDAY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY AND INEQUALITY WORKSHOP

24

Daphne M. Penn
(Harvard)

The American dream deferred: Immigrant educational incorporation in the new Latino south

Annikki Herranen-Tabibi
(Harvard)

Caring state contra healthy society: State-making and indigenous resurgence in Deanuleahki, Sápmi

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, WJH 1550

THURSDAY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY SEMINAR

24

Letizia Mencarin
(Bocconi University)

Trust and fertility in uncertain times

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, CGIS Knafel Building K354

THURSDAY

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY: COGNITION, BRAIN, & BEHAVIOR RESEARCH SEMINAR

24

Josh Hartshorne
(Harvard)

Critical periods in language, cognitive development, and massive online experiments

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, WJH 105

FRIDAY

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY: WORKSHOP IN HISTORY, CULTURE AND SOCIETY

25

Isaac Reed
(University of Virginia)

Delegation and Domination: Modernity as the creative destruction of the king’s two bodies

OCTOBER

12:00 noon, WJH 1550